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AUDACITY
Faith (noun)
1. Complete trust or confidence in someone or something.
2. Strong belief in the doctrines of a religion, based on
spiritual conviction rather than proof.
3. A strongly held belief.

“Faith is taking the first step even when you don't see the whole staircase.”
Mar tin Luther King, Jr.

Rainbow
You died on the morning and oh how we cried,
You were so good and kind,
We loved you so,
But you always had faith,
So you sent this rainbow to say have faith am ok now,
So we ended the day with a smile, in that we have faith

Joan
@jred196

Hold On
The stars moved over them,
their efforts to be in resonance with the waves futile yet
The cold starting to grip and he held her close
‘Why did we have to leave?’, her question pierced the cold
He looked at the water for answers or the breeze to lull her to sleep
The cold was unrelenting and so was she
‘They don’t believe in what we believe’, he concocted
And looked at the distance with weary eyes
‘That’s why they burned our church?’
Her next question shook the dinghy
He held on to her ever more tightly
Letting the silence and the cold night devour her question
His rugged hands caressing her scalp, the dinghy still afloat
‘Did our god die in the fire?’, the innocence in her voice scorched his heart
A question he could not leave for silence
‘God is immortal dear and he is everywhere, not just in a church’
He saw a glimmer of relief in her face, maybe now she will sleep
Knowing her god is alive and well
For him it didn’t matter in his fight for survival
All he wanted was a safe shore, a prospect that looks bleak now
But he still held on to it like the rusty holdings of the dinghy
Refusing to wither away just yet
Travails have worn his faith razor thin
The elixir though has still not yet run dry
As the dinghy fought the surging sea
A storm was brewing in the horizon
And in his mind an even greater one
He saw his faith dissipating to the nether
Merging seamlessly with the water, making a front
Still holding on to what little hope was left and her
He waited for the light to shine upon them

Kiran Gandhi
@kirangandhi

A Certain Path
In 1972 when Oriana was laughing at jesus in a song

She heard on a radio, set on a glass table top under trees,

Her man shook his head. Nothing like that holds sway here

She said. She turned the dial, and pipes wailed from the tinny

Sounding machine until the batteries lost all their juice and died.

The sound soaked into the bricks and sometimes,

If you walk a certain path you can still hear it

Beneath the train whistle, that high lonesome sound

And the whir of car tires on the highway.

Soledad Osraige
@SOsraige

Shine

Sue Leam
@Essjayleam

And Yet
I think people are good.
Now sometimes when I casually express that view
the roof falls in.
You what!?
You can’t be serious.
Extract your head out of your arse
for just a minute, mate,
and look around.
The world’s a shitty place
of massacres, atrocities;
abuses (secret though they be) at home;
of vilenesses at work;
corruption spread throughout
our great and mighty institutions;
all this reported partially
by bought and debased media.
We’re crapped upon from birth till death
and who d’you think’s responsible,
who is the source of all this shite?
It’s people, that’s who – people!
You utter twat.
It’s true, I know. They’re right.
And yet I still have faith
in them, in us.
You sometimes have to dig it out
but people, when they get the chance,
I think, are good.

Ewan Smith
@ewanandsmith

Not Yours
My faith cannot be described as substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen, but
as the diligence of wiser men than I and the truth of what science reveals.
Your faith suppresses education.
My faith is in my ability to teach my children that though hate may give short term gratification, it
is a poisonous cancer that infects all it touches.
Your faith perpetuates tribal grievances.
My faith is one of many and requires that my engagement with you is on the understanding that
your faith is just part of your sum, that you are MORE.
Your faith is all consuming.
My faith is in the sincerity of artists and the passion of musicians to push boundaries, be
independent and challenge our beliefs, to make.us.think.
Your faith demands compliance.
My faith aims for sustainable fuels and ecological protections because we are custodians of a finite
resource that is beautiful and fragile and necessary.
Your faith disregards this life on the promise of the next.
My faith promotes diplomacy, peace and progress, to benefit all mankind, so lives can be truly
lived and not simply survived.
Your faith calls for violence over differences.
My faith does not require adherence to old texts, but that we continue to learn from the new.
Your faith holds us back as a species.
My faith is in your ability to be a better person.
Your faith, is not my faith.

Alex Usher
@Alex250175

Smile

Sue Leam
@Essjayleam

Have A Little
In recent times “faith” has come under fire. It has been blamed for the most hideous acts, for
aggressions and transgressions. It is damned and criticised. It is lashed out as the cause of ills and
evils. Faith is not to blame though. Faith is all encompassing and pure. It is a driving force for our
own personal journey, untouched and unsullied by the world around. Faith in a person, faith in
ourselves, faith in something, anything higher than we are, these are not harmful.
Ideology is another matter and this is where the misunderstanding occurs. Ideology drives people
to do things which counteract faith. When people think about those who commit terrible actions in
the name of religion they invariably start to blame the faith, but this is as far from the truth as
could be. Faith is quiet, faith is personal. It holds no aggression to others, nor pushes people to
places they don’t want to be.
Faith comes in all shapes and sizes. It is what keeps us safe in ourselves in the dark, it is what
warms us when we feel cold from the world. It helps us engage and live, it helps us be us. For some
that is something to fear, fear because they do not understand it, cannot understand it. They
believe faith is about following a God or a religion, they believe that it is what makes one group
different from another. Faith though is unquantifiable. We may use a God as the focus, but others
have used trees, animals, rocks and the air. Faith is in our heart and it is what drives that beat.
What is a world without faith? I do not mean without religion and all it brings with it, I mean
without that quiet belief in your own heart that things will get better, that the day is not done yet,
the road is not travelled. It is faith that gives us hope, not hate. When the actions which people
blame on hate occur it is faith in humanity and our own goodness with draws people together.
When bombs shake the earth around us, when we see the hurt that can be inflicted, it is faith that
tells us this is not the end, this is not the sum of who we are as a race. It may be only faith in our
friendships and our neighbours, it may be faith in our families, but it is faith nonetheless. It is faith
that there are people out there who will stand and say something is wrong. Faith is complex and
unique to all of us, but whether we realise it or not we have it in something. What we must strive
never to do is denigrate faith on the basis that it does not fit with our perceptions of the world. If
it helps someone live then surely that is reason enough to have faith that it is right?

Daniel Gibson
@dlsgbson
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